Beginning service in 1998, Altamont Commuter Express connects the cities of Stockton and San Jose. Recently, ACE changed its name to Altamont Corridor Express to better reflect its position as a vital leg of the proposed California High Speed Rail project. A new paint scheme was also introduced, and is being offered for the first time ever on the Athearn Bombardier cars.

### HO Bombardier Car

**Metrolink**

- ATH25961 HO RTR Bombardier Cab, SCAX #637
- ATH25962 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, SCAX #129
- ATH25963 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, SCAX Bike #157

**Agence Métropolitaine de Transport**

- ATH25965 HO RTR Bombardier Cab, AMTL #2002
- ATH25966 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, AMTL #2022
- ATH25967 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, AMTL #3 (Stay Alert Stay Alive scheme)

**Altamont Commuter Express**

- ATH25971 HO RTR Bombardier Cab, ACE #3003
- ATH25974 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, ACE #3 (Special 3-pack includes one #140 (Special Bikes scheme), #159, and #208 (Stay Alert Alive scheme))

**Utah Frontrunner**

- ATH25964 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, SCAX #3

**GO Transit**

- ATH25975 HO RTR Bombardier Cab, GOT #205
- ATH25976 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, GOT #2000
- ATH25977 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, GOT #2001
- ATH25986 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, GOT #3 (1)
- ATH25987 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, GOT #3 (2)

**GO Transit**

- ATH25978 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, GOT #2064
- ATH25979 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, GOT #2073
- ATH25985 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, GOT #2407

### Prices

**Metrolink**

- ATH25985 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, GOT #2407

**Agence Métropolitaine de Transport**

- ATH25964 HO RTR Bombardier Coach, SCAX #3

**Altamont Commuter Express**

- €64.98 SRP - Individual
- €189.98 SRP - Multi-Pack

**GO Transit**

- €75.98 SRP - Individual
- €222.98 SRP - Multi-Pack

### Model Features:

- Cab cars also include horn and bell
- Separately-applied grab irons
- Minimum radius: 18"

### Improved Detail Features:

- Tinted windows
- Decorated diaphragms

### All Road Names:

- Detailed interior
- Bombardier trucks with outside brakes
- Recommended radius: 22"
- Weathered grills
- Special/new paint schemes
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